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1. ABSTRACT

Issues related to aging are a matter of concern for the society as a whole. With increasing birth rates and declining death rates there shall be a considerable and legitimate change in the demographics of any developing nation. The populace of India in the same way presents a specific task of coping up with the same change in the demographics of the nation. Living alone can be cumbersome as older population cannot cope up with the needs of living and adjusting to the same. It is very important for the older population to get involved in some sort of activity which can be of any type physical, cultural or social which shall keep them busy in order to avoid boredom and live their life to the fullest. These changes in the population trends shall have an effect on our transport systems which is to be dealt accordingly. This research aims to investigate the current urban transport systems of India is ready for the change in the demographics and providing recommendations for the same.

2. INTRODUCTION

More established grown-ups are the quickest developing portion of the Indian populace however our urban communities are not arranged in light of more established grown-ups. Throughout the following twenty years, Kashmir's populace in excess of age 65 is relied upon to develop from 15 percent towards 24 percent of the state's populace. This populace will be all the more culturally and racially various and more independent than populaces of more established grown-ups in years past. Accordingly, making arrangements for future more established grown-ups will need to consider various contemplations. With increasingly more established grown-ups living in municipal regions and outside of nurture homes and care offices, the necessitate to design urban areas in age cordial ways is of basic significance. Hence, accepting this subject and transforming information
without hesitation can shape "age-accommodating" endeavours, thusly supporting more established grown-ups in getting a charge out of the highest calibres of life in different urban areas in Jammu and Kashmir and in urban areas around the country. Age-accommodating urban areas are places where the social and physical condition permits more established grown-ups to "age set up" serenely and effectively. The social condition, made out of social connections and systems, empowers social cooperation, which fulfils basic needs, for example, regard and municipal contribution, just as giving business openings, network backing, and wellbeing administrations. The physical condition, made out of structures, boulevards, open spaces, and other urban relics, permits individuals to move uninhibitedly and securely, empowering numerous members of the social condition to flourish. For some more established grown-ups, the capacity to take part in social exercises is reliant upon the physical condition and the degree to which it empowers versatility. For instance, a city could contribute time and vitality structuring and building a recreation center explicitly for more established grown-ups, with fitting seating and different comforts and programming. Be that as it may, if more seasoned grown-ups can't genuinely get to that park.

3. JOURNEY PURPOSE

Business journeys among more seasoned grown-ups are shorter than the normal work trip separation in Srinagar City. A high extent of utilized more established grown-ups were remembered for the study: 35.6% of more established grown-ups inspected in Srinagar City were utilized. Low-salary, minority, Srinagar downtown more seasoned respondents had a pace of work of 12.9%, while more seasoned grown-ups living outside the downtown, who didn't have low salaries, had a pace of work of 25.2%. Poor, minority more established grown-ups living in the downtown travel on normal 4 KM to work, which is especially short when contrasted with the city normal of 8 KM. This finding might be connected to a limited extent to the high closeness of goals in higher-thickness downtown areas.

In any case, more seasoned grown-ups living outside the downtown additionally travel a shorter separation than the City normal (4.9 KM contrasted with 8), and the normal work trip separation among more seasoned grown-ups across Srinagar is shorter than the state normal (4.9 KM contrasted with 8.5). These figures demonstrate that more established individuals will in general work nearer to home than normal. Likewise to business trips, more established grown-ups are bound to make shorter social and recreational outings. Low-salary, minority more seasoned grown-ups living in the downtown have especially short social excursions (4 KM by and large). In examination, the Srinagar City normal separation for a social excursion is 9 KM.
Health services trips changed long and mode decision dependent on age and downtown residency. Inner-city inhabitants, both youthful and old, were bound to make a social insurance related trip (i.e., to the specialist, dental specialist, or another clinical expert) by strolling or by Matador than the normal Srinagar City occupant. Some 58% of health services trips among individuals in Srinagar City were made via vehicle, which is somewhat not exactly the offer for more established grown-ups living outside the downtown (who made 62% of their social insurance trips via vehicle). Notwithstanding, the City normal is a lot more prominent than the offer for more seasoned grown-ups living inside the downtown for whom just 30% of medicinal services trips were via vehicle. The distinction in movement mode for medicinal services trips between downtown occupants and inhabitants outside the downtown shows that home in the downtown impacts the mode decision for social insurance trips. Be that as it may, age likewise influences mode decision. About 34% of youngsters in the downtown made a trip to their human services trips by means of vehicle, contrasted with 30% of their more established partners.

Source: Department of economics and statistics Govt. Of J&K

Figure 1.3: Mode of Transport used by the old for health care trips in Srinagar City
4. OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

- To study present and past travel patterns of the Indian elderly population in order to derive conclusions why they travel and is it possible to predict upcoming patterns.

- To analyse reasons which lead to car important factors and barriers which affect the use of different travel modes. to study and understand the possibilities of effective implementation of urban transport systems by developing a prototype model.

- Identification of barriers of its implementation and try to overcome them.

5. CONCLUSION

The observational exploration gave an abundance of data about the movement examples of low-income downtown more established grown-ups. The subjective information of the experimental examination supplemented and helped us increase more noteworthy bits of knowledge into the difficulties that they face while strolling around their neighbourhood or going around the city. These discoveries illuminate our proposals to analysts and strategy producers, which show up in the following section. For more established grown-ups living in thick downtown neighbourhoods, strolling is their essential method of transportation around the area. In any case, while various retail and administration foundations are in nearness to their homes, huge physical and social obstructions compel strolling. We found an astounding accord among members in regards to the natural, social and traffic hindrances that impede their strolls. Study members all mutual a profound worry for wellbeing while at the same time strolling on neighbourhood streets. They dreaded the nearness of compromising individuals and decided to go out during light hours as opposed to after dim as a result of these feelings of dread. Furthermore, there was an extremely serious extent of worry about broken and lopsided walkways, the junk and trash in the city, and the general absence of seats and road trees that could offer a relief during a mobile excursion. They give organizers great data about the pieces of streetscape that issue to more established grown-ups and need their consideration. More seasoned grown-ups likewise utilize open travel to arrive at progressively removed goals, yet their utilization of travel additionally includes some critical obstacles. These incorporate having frequently to sit tight quite a while for the transport at transport stops without seats or safe houses, experiencing issues stepping on or leaving from the transport, finding a suitable seat or space to leave their staple goods while on the vehicle. Some of them are additionally stressed of the chance of exploitation while on the transport or at the bus station, and abstain from going in the night times. An exceptionally modest number of study members own a vehicle and, accordingly, on occasion they need to utilize other point-to-point travel administrations. Such use is, in any case, generally compelled due to money related
reasons (versus, particularly, taxi administrations), absence of competency with innovation (opposite ride-hailing administrations specifically) just as booking and administrative requirements that describe the city-or district financed paratransit administrations. Versatility requirements influence the number and recurrence of outings that more established grown-ups attempt. Be that as it may, a few contrasts exist among study members as to social and recreational outings. Study members fell into two distinct classes: those meeting Jamia Masjid and the individuals who don’t; most of the last live in Jamalatta. The two gatherings showed to some degree extraordinary travel designs, which is generally credited to the distinctive degree of their social engagement. The insightful writing clarifies that social associations both increment with and depend upon portability; i.e., more established grown-ups who are socially drawn in are bound to travel much of the time, similarly as more seasoned grown-ups who travel all the more effectively, (for example, more seasoned grown-ups with driver's licenses) are bound to make social trips. Attending Jamia Masjid appeared to be corresponded with a bigger number of day by day trips and with a higher probability of making social and recreational outings. One Jamia benefactor was unhoused and living in a place to stay almost an interstate at the hour of the meeting. While his lodging plan is totally different from those of different respondents, his movement conduct is like that of the individuals who normally went to Jamia. As a travel subordinate more seasoned adult, he makes close day by day outings to Jamia by strolling and taking the transport. He additionally makes different excursions every day to buy food supplies, go to clinical appointments, socialize, and travel for investigating new places. Among the 12 respondents who live in Jamalatta, just two have ever visited the generally proximate Jamia. These two members (a wedded couple) visit Jamia two times seven days via vehicle and appear to take a bigger number of excursions every week than the normal Jamalatta inhabitants. This might be on the grounds that they own a vehicle, yet it might likewise mirror their entrance to a more noteworthy informal community. Among other Jamalatta occupants, just one announced taking normal social outings. The others either never make social outings or make them once in a while. Be that as it may, most of all members go to strict administrations at any rate once every week (some go to administrations three times each week). These reactions show an extensive distinction in the quantity of social and recreational outings made by Jamia customers. This distinction might be ascribed to having a solid informal community: more seasoned grown-ups who keep up fellowships and familial connections make more outings to visit them. The reactions demonstrated that individuals going to Jamia were bound to routinely visit their family members, notwithstanding making long outings by open travel to contact them (e.g., some movement two hours a single way to meet their family members each end of the week). While the example of 81 grown-ups who took an interest in the observational piece of this investigation (detailed in this section) was a comfort test and not a logical irregular example, their conversation of the versatility challenges they face was strikingly steady. The three approaches utilized for the exact examination (center gatherings, meetings, and strolling review) uncovered fundamentally the same as discoveries. Therefore, we accept that there is some ground to contend that our discoveries can be summed up to other low-salary more established grown-ups who live in Indian downtown regions.
6. FINAL THOUGHTS

Versatility ought to be a significant right to the city for each inhabitant, as it encourages access to city settings, assets, and courtesies. Be that as it may, downtown, low-pay more established grown-ups speak to a defenseless gathering that regularly faces compelled versatility alternatives on account of constrained private assets and absence of private transportation choices. Strolling is the most well-known method of transportation for achieving numerous everyday tasks in downtown neighborhoods, however the fundamental issues of the downtown (e.g., destitution and vagrancy, wrongdoing, disintegrated fabricated condition, high-traffic blood vessel) make strolling, sitting tight for the transport, or going across the road very testing. On the other side, the blended use condition of downtown neighborhoods provide retail, business, and wellbeing foundations in closer vicinity to homes than in rural neighborhoods. In the most recent decade, we have seen a rising enthusiasm for the improvement old enough amicable urban communities—an intrigue which is circulated by policymakers, urban organizers, analysts. Improving portability for more established grown-ups ought to be a significant mainstay of making age-accommodating urban areas. In any case, for this to occur, we need great approaches, great plans, and joint and tenacious endeavors towards this objective by general society, private, and charitable divisions. We likewise need to hear straightforwardly from more seasoned grown-ups themselves, in order to all the more likely comprehend their lived real factors. This examination was an exertion toward this path: it gave space for downtown more established grown-ups to introduce their versatility difficulties and transportation needs and afterward offered proof based and pragmatic answers for addressing these requirements.